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Welcome to the
TRAINING GUIDE
Welcome to your next step in hair and beauty.
Our courses are designed to cover every aspect of the hair and
beauty industry. Whether you’re a newcomer looking for all the
building blocks to start a successful career, or an established
professional wanting to give your business a boost with exciting
new treatments.
Your success is our success, so you can count on us to give
you all the support you need throughout your training journey.
Our specialist educators will inspire, motivate and empower you
to achieve your ambitions, whether your focus is on technical
excellence, outstanding customer service or inspired creativity.
Take a look through our range of hair, beauty and barbering
courses we’ve selected for you and see where we could take
you next.

Emily Detenon
Education Manager
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HAIR AND BEAUTY
TRAINING COURSES
Ready to learn new skills and improve your business? With over 50 training locations nationwide, booking a course with us is easy.
Find your nearest training venue online.

BOOK NOW
1. Online
Booking your course online is simple. Select
your chosen course and we’ll show you where
and when we’re hosting it. Pick your preferred
date and location, and checkout to secure
your place. It’s as easy as that.
Visit salon-services.com/training or
sallybeauty.co.uk/training-courses to
book now.

2. By phone
If you’d prefer to speak to a member of our
dedicated training team about your booking,
simply give us a call. We’re happy to answer
any questions and help you find the best
course to suit your needs.
UK: 0330 123 5447* ROI: 1890 253 405*
We’re available Monday – Friday 8am – 5pm.

3. In store

What’s next?

Once you book your course you’ll be given
confIrmation details, including full terms and
conditions and details of any materials or
equipment you’ll need to bring with you.
You can read our terms and conditions, along
with information about insurance, course
content, cancellation policy and refunds on
page 83.
More details on what to bring to your course
and what to expect from your training
experience can be found on page 4.

New to hair, beauty
and barberin g?

Learning new skills can be a little daunting,
but you’re in safe hands with us.
In fact, it’s never been easier to start a new
career or improve on a hobby with our
beginner courses.
We’ve made them easy to spot throughout
the Training Guide – just look out for the
‘B’ symbol.

Did you know?
We also offer in-salon training to help support
you and your staff learn new skills that will
grow your business. If you’d like to know more,
email us at: training@salon-services.com or
call UK: 0330 123 5447, or ROI: 1890 253 405.

Once you’ve found the course you’d
like to take, simply book online at:
sallybeauty.co.uk/training-courses
or call UK: 0330 123 5447, or
ROI: 1890 253 405.

You can also visit your local Salon Services,
Sally or Sally Beauty store to book on any of
our training courses. Head to salon-services.
com/stores or sallybeauty.co.uk/stores to find
your nearest store.

CONTACT
If you have any queries or need further information, our friendly training team are always happy to help.
UK: 0330 123 5447* ROI: 1890 253 405*
For any email enquiries contact: training@salon-services.com
For course information and online booking visit: salon-services.com/training or sallybeauty.co.uk/training-courses
*Calls are charged at a local rate. Calls are mobile friendly within the UK, included in any inclusive minutes from your phone provider.
Mobile and other network costs may vary in ROI.
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REALISING YOUR AMBITION
The hair and beauty industry offers many exciting opportunities – whether that’s creating a profitable business, turning a passion
into a career or simply helping others look and feel great.

Whatever your experience, our courses can
help you:
•

Kick-start an exciting career or grow
your existing business

•

Expand your knowledge and skills

•

Increase and improve on the treatments
you can offer your clients

•

Make your business more profitable

•

Stay up to date with the latest hair and
beauty trends

When you attend one of our courses you’ll be
one of a small group, with plenty of guidance
from an experienced educator. All of our
educators are experts in their fields and have
been trained to pass on all the right skills
and expertise.

AFTER THE COURSE
Once you’ve completed your course you’ll
be awarded a certificate of attendance.
Your course may be accredited by one or
more of the following bodies:

**Some accreditation exemptions apply.
For some courses only a certificate of
attendance will be available.
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What should you brin g?
Here’s our guide on how you can get the most
from your course and enjoy every minute of
the learning process.
To join any of our courses, unless otherwise
stated, you must be over 16 years of age.
On the day, please make sure you arrive on
time – we recommend getting to your training
venue 30 minutes before the course start time.
If you need to bring a kit to your training
course, it will be detailed clearly within the
course outline. This could be anything from a
starter kit, to a manikin head or just a few key
items. You can find them all on our website,
and they are also available to buy when you
book your course.
You’ll need to come to your course dressed
appropriately. That means wearing a tunic or,
if you don’t have a one, black trousers and
a black top or shirt. You’ll also need to wear
sensible, flat shoes and long hair must be
tied up. For nail courses, please make sure
you’ve removed all polish, extensions or nail
enhancements before you come.
If you’re asked to bring a model, they must
be over 16 years of age (over 18 on selected
courses), and need to have completed and
signed a Model Indemnity Form. If you’ll be
applying colour to your model’s hair, you’ll
need to skin-test the colour product on them
at least 48 hours before the course starts, in
line with the manufacturer’s instructions.
We aim to give model arrival times, however
as timings can vary depending on student
numbers you should only use these as a
rough guide.

CPD (CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL 		
DEVELOPMENT)
Many of our courses include Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) points or
hours. This is the system the hair and beauty
industry uses to track and document the skills,
knowledge and experience that you gain both
formally and informally as you work, beyond
any initial training.
CPD is about keeping up to date with the
latest treatments, products, techniques,
equipment and business developments.
It helps you to plan for and achieve any career
objectives you set for yourself. The number
of CPD points or hours you’ll earn is shown in
your course outline.

ACCREDITATION
AND INSURANCE
Once you’ve completed your course, we
strongly recommend you get the appropriate
insurance. There are several companies that
will insure you to perform the treatments
you’ve qualified in and been accredited for**.
It’s always a good idea to contact your insurer
before attending a course to find out if you’re
eligible to get their insurance. Similarly, if
you’re adding a new certificate to an existing
policy, then it’s a good idea to check your
policy won’t be affected.
You can see which associations accredit each
course on the course outlines, but please
note, even if a course is accredited, we can’t
guarantee insurance.

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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20

HAIR REMOVAL

26

BROWS, LASHES & MAKE-UP

39

MASSAGE & BEAUTY

50

HAIR STYLING

58

How to use this guide
Each course page has a key that tells you all the
important information at a glance.

New course
for this year

Level the course
is suitable for

Course duration

CPD points or
hours equivalent

HAIR COLOURING

Model is required
for the course

Kit is required for
the course

Exam required

71

CUTTING

75

BARBERING

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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Student will receive
certificate upon
completion

One of our favourites!
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NAILS
BEGINNER
Sally Manicure & Pedicure

7

Sally Nails for Beginners (Gel or Acrylic)

8

ASP Manicure & Pedicure – Incorporating Signature Gel Polish

10

ASP Signature Gel Polish

11

ASP Power Set Acrylic Intensive Foundation Course

12

ASP In Control & T3 LED Hard Gel Intensive Foundation Course

14

ASP Quick Dip

16

INTERMEDIATE
Sally Gel or Acrylic Nails Conversion Course

9

ASP Signature Gel Polish – Half Day Workshop

11

ASP Power Set Acrylic System Conversion Course

13

ASP In Control & T3 LED Hard Gel System Conversion Course

15

ASP Quick Dip – Half Day Workshop

16

Gelish 101 Translation

18

Gelish 101 Polygel

19

ADVANCED
OPI ProSpa GelColor Manicure

17
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MANICURE & PEDICURE
A 1 day course for beginners teaching the basics of manicure and pedicure techniques.

TOP FEATURES
• You will be taught basic manicure, pedicure and nail
polish application techniques, using a combination of
demonstration and practical time

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills, knowledge and theory to complete a basic
manicure and pedicure treatment on clients

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• 1 day 10am – 4.30pm

KIT REQUIRED
152086

Manicure & Pedicure Training Kit 5

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 114503

£70/€90
Training provided by:

Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

9

CPD

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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NAILS FOR BEGINNERS

(GEL OR ACRYLIC)

A 3 day course for beginners teaching the basics of manicure and pedicure and your choice of either acrylic or hard gel.

TOP FEATURES
• You will be taught basic manicure, pedicure and nail
polish application techniques, using a combination of
demonstration and practical time
• Review of tip application, product knowledge, infills and
removal of either acrylic or hard gel

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete a manicure
and pedicure treatment on clients
• Full understanding of your chosen nail system application
(gel or acrylic)
• At the end of the course, a small assessment will be carried
out which you must pass in order to gain certification

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• 3 days 10am – 4.30pm

KIT REQUIRED
152082
152083

Nails for Beginners Kit 1 Gel Option or
Nails for Beginners Kit 2 Acrylic Option

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 114499

£200/€245
B

BEGINNER

8
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Training provided by:

Accredited by:

3 DAYS

29
CPD
POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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GEL OR ACRYLIC NAILS
CONVERSION COURSE

A 2 day course for either beginners who hold a manicure and pedicure certificate to learn acrylic or hard gel application, or for
experienced nail technicians who want to learn the basics of a new system.

TOP FEATURES
• You will be taught tip application, product knowledge, infills
and removal of either acrylic or hard gel

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of your chosen nail system application
(gel or acrylic)
• Consistent practise is required for you to perfect the skill
• At the end of the course, a small assessment will be carried
out which you must pass in order to gain certification

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
manicure certification
• 2 days 10am – 4.30pm

KIT REQUIRED
152084
152085

Two Day Nail Conversion Kit 3 Gel Option or
Two Day Nail Conversion Kit 4 Acrylic Option

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 114502

£150/€185
Training provided by:

Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

2 DAYS

21
CPD

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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MANICURE & PEDICURE

INCORPORATING SIGNATURE GEL POLISH

A 2 day course for either beginners or experienced nail technicians that teaches basic and luxury manicure and pedicure
techniques, service plans, and suggested treatment costs together with the application of ASP Signature Gel Polish.

TOP FEATURES
• You will be taught luxury manicure and pedicure treatments,
using a combination of demonstration and practical time
• Application of nail polish and Signature Gel Polish
• Business and marketing advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to offer both basic and
luxury manicure and pedicure treatments
• The skills and knowledge required to offer Signature Gel
Polish services, including safe removal

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• 2 days 10am – 4.30pm

KIT REQUIRED
156978

ASP Mani Pedi Training Kit

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 156849

£140/€175
Training provided by:

Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

10
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2DAYS

17
CPD

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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SIGNATURE
GEL POLISH

SIGNATURE
GEL POLISH

A 1 day course for complete beginners that teaches the theory
aspect of the nail industry, nail preparation and set-up along with
the application of Signature Gel Polish.

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

HALF DAY WORKSHOP
A half day course designed for therapists that already hold a manicure
certificate who want to learn the application of ASP Signature Gel Polish.

8

CPD

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

I

EXAM

INTERMEDIATE

½ DAY

5.5
CPD
POINTS

TOP FEATURES

TOP FEATURES

•

•

•
•

You will be taught the core knowledge of health and safety,
client consultation and salon set-up
You will be taught the application of Signature Gel Polish
including colour, French, custom blending and design ideas
Demonstration of Signature Strength Soak Off Gel, including a
review of its key features and benefits and how it can be used in
conjunction with Signature Gel Polish

•
•

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Full application of Signature Gel Polish to include demonstration
and practical time
Colour application, French, custom blending, design ideas and
safe removal
Demonstration of Signature Strength Soak Off Gel, including a
review of its key features and benefits and how it can be used in
conjunction with Signature Gel Polish

KEY LEARNINGS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

•

•
•
•

•
•

The skills and knowledge required to apply ASP Signature
Gel Polish
Health and safety knowledge to carry out the service confidently
You will receive a certificate in Signature Soak Off Gel Polish on
completion of the course

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
•
•
•
•

Students are required to work on each other
Students must be at least 16 years of age
Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail extensions
and product
1 day 10am – 4.30pm

KIT REQUIRED
152090

Signature Gel Polish Kit 8

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 128417

Training provided by:

£70/€90

Accredited by:

•

•

Students are required to work on each other
Students must be at least 16 years of age
Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail extensions
and product
Students are required to have previously obtained a
manicure certification. Please bring along your certificate on
the day
½ day 1.30pm – 4.30pm

KIT REQUIRED
152091

Signature Gel Polish Kit 9

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 128418

Training provided by:

£45/€60

Accredited by:

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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POWER SET ACRYLIC
INTENSIVE FOUNDATION COURSE

An intensive 4 day course that teaches ASP Power Set Acrylic application.

TOP FEATURES
• You will learn the theory aspect of the nail industry,
including health and safety and anatomy and physiology
• Course covers tip application, shaping and complete product
knowledge and application of ASP Power Set Acrylic
• A 2 week practice break between days 2 and 3 is given for
students to practise their new skills, completing a minimum
of 8 sets, and troubleshoot any issues with the educator on
their return
• Infilling, rebalancing, white tip application and white product
application along with safe removal are all covered as part
of this course along with a demonstration in sculpting

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of acrylic application
• Business and marketing advice
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Course ref: 542103

• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• 4 days 10am – 4.30pm
• 2 week gap between days 2 and 3

£260/€325
Training provided by:

Accredited by:

KIT REQUIRED
541283

Training Kit

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

B

BEGINNER

12
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4 DAYS

38
CPD
POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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POWER SET ACRYLIC
SYSTEM CONVERSION COURSE

An intensive 2 day nail conversion workshop for existing nail technicians who want to learn a new system – Power Set Acrylic.

TOP FEATURES
• This course is designed to teach existing technicians the
application and theory behind acrylic and the ASP Power
Set System
• A 2 week practice break between days 1 and 2 is given for
students to practise their new skills and troubleshoot any
issues with their educator on their return

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete acrylic
application on clients

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• Students are required to have previously obtained an acrylic
certification. Please bring along your certificate on the day
• 2 days 10am – 4.30pm
• 2 week gap between days 1 and 2

KIT REQUIRED
541283

Training Kit

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 542104

£160/€200
Training provided by:

Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

2DAYS

21
CPD

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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IN CONTROL & T3 LED HARD GEL
INTENSIVE FOUNDATION COURSE

An intensive 4 day course that teaches ASP In Control Hard Gel application incorporating T3 Self Levelling.

TOP FEATURES
• You will learn the theory aspect of the nail industry,
including health and safety and anatomy and physiology
• You will learn tip application, shaping and complete product
knowledge and application of ASP Hard Gels (both In Control
and T3 Self Levelling)
• A 2 week practice break between days 2 and 3 is given for
students to practise their new skills, completing a minimum
of 8 sets, and troubleshoot any issues with the educator on
their return
• Infilling, rebalancing, white tip application and white product
application along with safe removal are all covered as part
of this course along with a demonstration in sculpting

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of hard gel and self levelling application
• Business and marketing advice
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Course ref: 542101

• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product

£260/€325

• 4 days 10am – 4.30pm
• 2 week gap between days 2 and 3

Training provided by:

Accredited by:

KIT REQUIRED
158533

ASP In Control Training Kit

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

14
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B

BEGINNER

4DAYS

38
CPD
POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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IN CONTROL & T3 LED HARD GEL
SYSTEM CONVERSION COURSE

An intensive 2 day nail conversion workshop for existing nail technicians who want to learn a new system – In Control Hard Gel
application incorporating T3 Self Levelling.

TOP FEATURES
• This course is designed to teach existing technicians the
application and theory behind ASP Hard Gels (both the In
Control and T3 Self Levelling Systems)
• A 2 week practice break between days 1 and 2 is given for
students to practise their new skills and troubleshoot any
issues with their educator on their return

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete
hard gel application on clients

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• Students are required to have previously obtained a hard gel
certification. Please bring along your certificate on the day
• 2 days 10am – 4.30pm
• 2 week gap between days 1 and 2

KIT REQUIRED
158533

ASP In Control Training Kit

515493

Acetone 500ml

114235

Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

Course ref: 542102

£160/€200
Training provided by:

Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

2DAYS

21
CPD

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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QUICK DIP

QUICK DIP

A 1 day course for complete beginners that teaches the application
of ASP Quick Dip Acrylic Powder Nail Colour – a new system offering
a hard wearing finish and colour longevity for clients that prefer
additional strength.

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

6 CPD
8

CPD

HOURS

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

HALF DAY WORKSHOP
A half day course designed for therapists that already hold a manicure
certificate who want to learn the application of ASP Quick Dip Acrylic
Powder Nail Colour.

I

EXAM

INTERMEDIATE

TOP FEATURES
•
•
•
•

You will be taught nail preparation and ASP Quick Dip application
Demonstration of ASP Quick Dip products for clients who need
additional strength and an extended look
Treatment costings and how to market your service
Course covers health and safety, anatomy and physiology and
salon set-up

•
•
•
•

The skills and knowledge required to apply ASP Quick Dip products
Health and safety knowledge to carry out the service confidently
You will learn how to apply Quick Dip in colour, French and glitter
finishes, including safe removal
You will learn how to build an apex, custom blend colours for an
endless palette of colour and how Quick Dip works over nail tips

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
•
•
•
•

Students are required to work on each other
Students must be at least 16 years of age
Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail extensions
and product
1 day 10am – 5pm

3.5
4
CPD
CPD
HOURS

POINTS

•

EXAM

•

Demonstration of ASP Quick Dip products for clients who need
additional strength and an extended look
Treatment costings and how to market your service

KEY LEARNINGS
•

You will learn how to apply Quick Dip in colour, French and glitter
finishes, including safe removal
You will learn how to build an apex, custom blend colours for an
endless palette of colour and how Quick Dip works over nail tips

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
•
•
•
•
•

Students are required to work on each other
Students must be at least 16 years of age
Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail extensions
and product
Students are required to have previously obtained a manicure
certification. Please bring along your certificate on the day
½ day 1.30pm – 5pm

KIT REQUIRED
165781

ASP Quick Dip Starter Kit

515486 SS Cleansing Spray 240ml

KIT REQUIRED

KIT REQUIRED

TOP FEATURES

•

KEY LEARNINGS

½ DAY

152248

ASP WOW It’s Dry Top Coat

515459

SS Black Foam File 240g

152248

ASP WOW It’s Dry Top Coat

515450 SS White Block 240g

515454 SS 3 Way Shiner Block

515486 SS Cleansing Spray 240ml

515459

SS Black Foam File 240g

116459

ASP Soak Off Gel Remover Tool

515458

SS Black Foam File 100/180g

515450 SS White Block 240g

515454 SS 3 Way Shiner Block

116026

SS Dual Ended Birchwood Stick

114235

SS Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

515493

SS Acetone 500ml

515488 SS White Nail Brush

165781

ASP Quick Dip Starter Kit

116459

ASP Soak Off Gel Remover Tool

515458

SS Black Foam File 100/180g

116026

SS Dual Ended Birchwood Stick

114235

SS Nail Wipes (Pack of 200)

515493

SS Acetone 500ml

515488 SS White Nail Brush

Course ref: 167043

Course ref: 167065

Training provided by:

£70/€90
16
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Accredited by:

Training provided by:

£45/€60

Accredited by:

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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PROSPA GELCOLOR MANICURE
The new face of manicure skincare. OPI ProSpa introduces the first and only professional salon skincare line that brings the quality
and efficiency of facial skincare to premium products. Learn how to set your services apart with luxurious manicure formulas
incorporating OPI GelColor application for a flawless finish.

TOP FEATURES
• Overview of the ProSpa product range
• Application and removal of OPI GelColor
• Practical demonstrations of the luxurious manicure routine

KEY LEARNINGS
• Knowledge and skills required to offer this high
end treatment
• Full understanding on the OPI range and GelColor
application, removal and troubleshooting

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
manicure certification
• 1 day 9.30am – 5pm

Course ref: 542109

£115/€140
Training provided by:

A

ADVANCED

1 DAY

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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101 TRANSLATION
Class for experienced gel polish users wishing to convert to Gelish or those with a minimum manicure certification. During this course
you’ll gain basic Gelish product knowledge and application skills.

TOP FEATURES
• Perfect nail preparation, one colour and French application
• Demonstration of brush-on gel techniques and application
• Product knowledge and correct product usage

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to prepare the nails and
one colour and French application
• Full understanding of the products and techniques required
• Maintenance, removal and troubleshooting

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
manicure certification
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
124431

Gelish Student Kit

119899

Salon Services Nail Foil Wraps

116026

Salon Services Dual Ended Birchwood Sticks

165996
144128

Gelish LED Lamp 18g or
Gelish LED 5-45 Lamp

Course ref: 117891

£90/€110
I

INTERMEDIATE
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Training provided by:

Accredited by:

1 DAY

5.5
11
CPD CPD
HOURS

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:35

101 POLYGEL
Class for experienced nail enhancement technicians or those with a minimum of tip and sculpture experience. During this course
you will gain knowledge and practice of the biggest product breakthrough in enhancements – Polygel.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of natural nail preparation and one colour
application over tips only
• Demonstration of non mixing and non chasing application
and techniques
• Product knowledge and correct product usage

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to prepare the nails and
apply one colour
• Full understanding of the products and Polygel uses
• Written theory of maintenance, removal and troubleshooting

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with natural nails, free from nail
extensions and product
• You are required to have previously obtained an acrylic
or hard gel certification or a Nail Harmony Essentials
Class certification (this course can be booked with
Nail Harmony directly)
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
167290 Polygel Trial Kit

515462

Salons Zebra Boomerang 180g

124430 Gelish 150/150g File

515477

Salons One Cut Tip Clipper

515479

Salons Cuticle Nipper

156977

ASP Pro Forms Roll

515486 Salons Cleansing Spray 240ml

116486

Gelish Nourish Cuticle Oil

116488

Dappen Dish with Lid

Gelish Top It Off Seal Gel

Course ref: 542422

£90/€110
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

1DAY

Training provided by:

6 13

CPD CPD

HOURS POINTS KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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EXAM

19
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HAIR
REMOVAL
BEGINNER
Sally Warm Waxing

21

Salon System Just Wax Warm Waxing

24

INTERMEDIATE
Sally Intimate Waxing

22

Salon System Just Wax Intimate Waxing

25

20
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WARM WAXING
Warm waxing is one of the most popular salon treatments all year round, giving your business an excellent regular income. This course
covers all areas of face and body waxing using the pot and spatula system.

TOP FEATURES
• Review and demonstrations of warm waxing techniques
• Overview of products and equipment
• Anatomy and physiology of the skin and hair
• Aftercare advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete a warm wax
treatment on various areas of the body
• Greater understanding of the essential theory and aftercare
treatment, essential for an effective client experience
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive with a minimum of 2cm hair growth
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 114504

£100/€120
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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INTIMATE WAXING
Intimate Waxing is aimed at experienced beauty therapists with prior knowledge of waxing. This course is for therapists who want
to move on to and specialise in intimate waxing – i.e. Brazilian and Hollywood styles using the hot wax method.

TOP FEATURES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Review of practical application, removal and use of hot wax

• Students are required to work on each other

• Overview of products

• Students must be at least 18 years of age

• Anatomy and physiology of the hair and skin

• Students should arrive with a minimum of 2cm hair growth

• Client consultation techniques and contraindications

• Students are required to have previously attended the Warm
Wax course or have professional experience

• Aftercare advice

• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete a specialised
intimate hot wax treatment
• Greater understanding of the theory and aftercare
treatment for an effective client experience
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

Course ref: 114508

£110/€130
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

22
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Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

1 DAY

6

CPD
HOUR

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:35
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JUST WAX WARM WAXING
This course is essential for beginners and those wishing to refresh their knowledge or improve proficiency. The emphasis is
placed on acquiring practical competence in Salon System’s Just Wax warm waxing techniques combined with the essential
theoretical knowledge.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of the professional waxing procedure for full legs,
underarm, bikini, upper lip and eyebrows
• History and benefits of waxing
• Hair growth cycle and skin structure

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of the Just Wax brand and its products
for warm waxing
• The skills and knowledge required to successfully perform
a warm waxing treatment using the strip and spatula
waxing method
• Health and safety knowledge specific to waxing, aftercare
advice for the client and troubleshooting

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• Students should grow their body hair for practice during
the course (minimum of 3-5mm for underarm waxing)
and are advised to avoid all heat treatments 24hrs prior
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 031667

£115/€140
Accredited by:

ULTIMATE MALE GROOMING COURSE
AVAILABLE ON PAGE 76

24
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B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training
provided by:

7 7

CPD CPD

HOURS

POINTS

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:35

JUST WAX INTIMATE WAXING
This is a professional waxing course for skilled waxing technicians who want to master the art of the much sought after and
fashionable Hollywood and Brazilian waxing techniques. Emphasis is placed on hot waxing skills including Salon System’s unique
Just Wax Multiflex waxing technique.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of the intimate hot waxing procedure for underarm,
bikini and nasal waxing
• Troubleshooting, promotional and marketing advice
• Client consultation techniques, contraindications and
correct client positioning

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of the Just Wax brand and its products
for intimate waxing
• The skills and knowledge required to successfully perform
an intimate waxing treatment using hot wax skills
• Health and safety knowledge specific to waxing, aftercare
advice for the client and troubleshooting

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Models and students must be at least 18 years of age
• Students are required to work on each other for the less
intimate areas of the body
• Students and models should grow their body hair for
practice during the course (minimum of 3-5mm for
underarm waxing) and are advised to avoid all heat
treatments 24hrs prior
• Students are required to have previously attended the
Warm Wax course

Course ref: 031684

£115/€140

• 1 day 10am – 4pm
Training
provided by:

Accredited by:

MORE WAXING COURSES CAN BE FOUND ONLINE
AT SALON-SERVICES.COM/TRAINING

I

INTERMEDIATE

1 DAY

6 6

CPD CPD

HOURS

POINTS

MODEL
REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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EXAM

25
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BROWS,
LASHES &
MAKE-UP
BEGINNER
Sally Threading

27

Sally Lash & Brow Design

28

Salon System Lashcurl, Lashlift & Lash Tinting

30

Salon System Marvelash Eyelash Extensions

32

Salon System Marvelbrow Sculpt, Colour & Correct

33

Lash FX Individual & Instant Russian Eyelash Extensions

34

Lash FX Lash Lift

35

Hi Brow Professional

36

Kate Hughes Introduction to Make-Up Workshop

37

INTERMEDIATE
Kate Hughes Ultimate Make-Up Workshop –
Contouring & Smokey Eyes

38

26
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THREADING
Threading is a highly popular technique for hair removal as it doesn’t require application of any products to the skin. Mastering this
ancient art can give you a quick and simple alternative method of eyebrow and facial hair removal.

TOP FEATURES
• Practice and demonstrations of the threading technique
• Anatomy and physiology of the hair and skin
• Client consultation techniques and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of the practical application and
supporting theory surrounding threading
• The skills and knowledge required to complete this
treatment confidently and safely
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should arrive wearing minimal make-up and with
at least 3mm of facial hair
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 115182

£110/€130
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

6 6

CPD CPD

HOURS

POINTS

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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LASH & BROW DESIGN
Brows are of the utmost importance for many clients; this course will show you how to correctly design, map and perfect the
brow and learn how to tint eyelashes to enhance the brow. Over the course of 2 days we will show you how to consult with
your client, mix colours to enhance skin tone, plus the use of warm wax and the art of threading brows.

TOP FEATURES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Demonstrations of hair removal techniques to effectively
design and define brows according to your client’s unique
face shape

• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age

• Lash and brow tinting, brow waxing, brow threading,
shaping and lightening practicals

• A patch test must be performed at least 48hrs prior to
attending the course. Please bring the eyebrow/eyelash tint
used with you

KEY LEARNINGS

• 2 days 10am – 4pm

• Full understanding of different hair removal techniques

KIT REQUIRED

• The skills and knowledge required to map, tint and shape
brows as well as tinting the lashes

152878

PBS Tint Starter Kit

• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

Course ref: 542112

£180/€210
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

28
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2 DAYS

BOOK BOTH
THREADING
&
LASH & BROW
DESIGN
FOR
£240/€290

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:36
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LASHCURL, LASHLIFT
& LASH TINTING
Master these simple techniques that offer a daily alternative to
wearing mascara and using mechanical eyelash curlers.
Lashcurl: A simple, safe and effective way to enhance the
appearance of the eye, giving an instant curl to the natural lashes.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 18 years of age

Lashlift: Lashes are lifted right from the root using a unique
silicone curler to create the illusion of length and volume.

• A patch test must be performed at least 48hrs before
attending the course

Lash/Brow tinting: A popular salon treatment to enhance and
define lashes and brows.

• Students are required to arrive wearing minimal eye
make-up and no waterproof mascara or eyelash extensions
• Students will need to remove contact lenses so should make
provisions for this

TOP FEATURES
• Review of eyelash and brow tinting procedures using colour
guides, lashcurl/lashlift treatment procedures and the lift
and tint combined technique

• 1 day 10am – 5pm

• Troubleshooting, promotional and marketing advice
• Client consultation techniques and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• Understanding of the procedure and products for the
lashcurl, lashlift and lash/brow tinting treatments
• The skills and knowledge required to successfully perform
these treatments
• Health and safety knowledge, aftercare advice for the client
and troubleshooting

Course ref: 999564

£130/€160
Training
provided by:

Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

30
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1 DAY

7 7

CPD CPD

HOURS

POINTS

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:36
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MARVELASH EYELASH
EXTENSIONS
Salon System’s Marvelash technique teaches students how to thicken and lengthen lashes, offering immediate results that will last for
up to 2 months. The course is suitable for the complete beginner or for those wishing to update their skills.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of the Marvelash treatment, express procedure,
maintenance, rebalance and safe removal
• Troubleshooting, promotional and marketing advice
• Client consultation techniques and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• Understanding of the Marvelash brand and its products for
semi-permanent eyelash extensions
• The skills and knowledge to successfully perform
the treatments
• Health and safety knowledge, aftercare advice for the client
and troubleshooting

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• Students should arrive wearing minimal eye make-up and
no waterproof mascara
• Students are to remove any existing eyelash extensions
they may have prior to the course
• Students will need to remove contact lenses so should
make provisions for this
• This is quite an intensive treatment which requires long
periods of concentration, if you have poor eyesight you
may find this course quite difficult
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

Course ref: 999633

£160/€190
Training
provided by:

Accredited by:

KIT REQUIRED
001789

Salon System Marvelash Kit

B

BEGINNER

32
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1 DAY

7 7

CPD CPD

HOURS

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:36

MARVELBROW SCULPT,
COLOUR & CORRECT
Marvelbrow is a unique system that corrects unruly, over-tweezed, greying and misshapen brows. The concept combines a scientific
approach to brow shaping with treatments to sculpt, define and thicken for a more natural, youthful appearance.

TOP FEATURES
• Corrective brow shaping techniques – 6 methods to sculpt,
define and thicken the brows
• Techniques in bleaching, tinting, waxing, threading,
trimming, tweezing and sculpting the perfect brow
• Creative colour palette application, maintenance
and home care

KEY LEARNINGS
• Understanding of the Marvelbrow procedure and products
• The skills and knowledge required to successfully perform
this treatment
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• A patch test must be performed at least 48hrs prior to
attending the course
• 1 day 10am – 5pm
• Please note: This course will demonstrate how to wax and
thread the eyebrow area only. It is not intended to teach
these methods on any other part of the body and you will
not receive a certificate to say you are qualified in waxing or
threading techniques

Course ref: 145225

£115/€140
Training
provided by:

Accredited by:

ULTIMATE MALE GROOMING COURSE
AVAILABLE ON PAGE 76

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

7 7

CPD CPD

HOURS

POINTS

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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INDIVIDUAL & INSTANT RUSSIAN
EYELASH EXTENSIONS
This course provides training in individual lash extensions and instant Russian techniques. Learn how to achieve different looks using
fine and super fine lash thicknesses.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of individual eyelash extensions and pre-fanned
instant Russian lash application
• You will also be taught how to adapt the treatment to create
different effects

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of individual and instant Russian lash
extension techniques
• Client consultation
• Aftercare advice and retail opportunities
• Maintenance, client care and health and safety
• Skills and knowledge to perform the treatment successfully

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students are required to arrive wearing minimal make-up
and no eyelash extensions
• Students will be required to concentrate for long periods of
time, if you normally wear glasses bring these with you
• 1 day 9.30am – 5pm

Course ref: 148117

£140/€175
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

34
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1 DAY

Training
provided by:

10
CPD

POINTS

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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LASH LIFT
This course offers a new take on eyelash treatments, creating fuller, longer lashes that last for up to 6-8 weeks without the
need for enhancements.

TOP FEATURES
• Create 3 different lash lift results using different sized wands
• Review of the anatomy and physiology of lashes
• Aftercare and retail opportunity advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of lash lift techniques, aftercare
and removal
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• A patch test must be performed at least 48hrs before
attending the course
• A placebo can be used in the case where a patch test has
not been performed. This does not affect the quality of
the training
• Students are required to arrive wearing minimal make-up
and no eyelash extensions
• Students will be required to concentrate for long periods of
time, if you normally wear glasses bring these with you
• 1 day 9.30am – 5pm

Course ref: 542106

£140/€175
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training
provided by:

10
CPD

POINTS

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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HI BROW PROFESSIONAL
This course is designed to give new and experienced technicians the skills to perform a specialised Hi Brow treatment. You will also
learn how to effectively introduce this treatment into your business.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of the 7 different brow techniques to deliver the
perfect eyebrow treatment
• You will be taught how to wax, shape, tint, measure, trim,
tweeze and thread brows to tidy
• Understanding of face and brow shapes
• Brow mapping

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of maintenance, aftercare, client care
and health and safety
• Skills and knowledge to perform the treatment successfully

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• A kit including essential products worth £99 is included in
the training
• An inactive placebo is used instead of a tint to avoid
the need for a patch test. This will not affect the quality
of training
• The purchase of a Professional Workstation is highly
recommended, but not compulsory
• Students are required to arrive wearing minimal make-up
and no eyelash extensions
• Students will be required to concentrate for long periods of
time, if you normally wear glasses bring these with you

Course ref: 130308

£200/€245
Training
provided by:

Accredited by:

• 1 day 9.30am – 5pm

B

BEGINNER

36
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1 DAY

10
CPD

POINTS

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:36

INTRODUCTION TO
MAKE-UP WORKSHOP
This 1 day intensive, professional make-up masterclass is an introduction to the basics of make-up artistry, providing an insight into
the lucrative make-up industry.

TOP FEATURES
• In-depth look at step-by-step application of basic
professional make-up
• Extensive training on creating new trends
• Over the duration of the course you will also cover:
Skin: Skin products and preparation. Concealer, blusher
and bronzing techniques
Eyes: Application of brow, eye-shadow and mascara
products and lash curling
Lips: Lip liner and lipstick application

KEY LEARNINGS
• Understanding of professional make-up application and tips
and trends through demonstrations and practical methods
• Hands-on experience with the guidance of an experienced
working, professional make-up artist

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Models should arrive at 1.30pm until 4pm
• Models and students must be at least 16 years of age
• Demo model is required 10.30 - 12.30 for the educator
(hosting store to arrange)
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
118397

Cosmetic Brush Set

Make-Up Wipes

118396

Eyelash Curlers

Non-Oily Eye Make-Up Remover

118417

Cosmetic Sponges

Make-Up Primer

Moisturiser

Cotton Buds

Course ref: 116305

£120/€150
Training provided by: Kate Hughes

Cream Foundation • Powder Blush • Concealer • Bronzer • Loose Powder
Selection of Eye Shadows (min 2) • Mascara • Lipstick/Lip Gloss
We recommend purchasing products from our Lord & Berry or Bodyography
ranges to match your model’s skin tone

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

MODEL
REQUIRED

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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CERTIFICATION
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ULTIMATE MAKE-UP WORKSHOP
CONTOURING & SMOKEY EYES

Modern make-up images are now heavily influenced by social media and make-up has evolved into a specific, overtly dramatic style.
This intensive course is designed to help you master the basic skills of these popular techniques to create the ultimate statement look.

TOP FEATURES
• Practical demonstrations and professional advice and
support from a top industry educator
• Review of contouring and highlighting techniques to
enhance face shapes by adding definition, light and
dimension to facial contours
• Review of brow and lash application and blending
techniques to create the perfect smokey eye and
pigments to become confident with colour

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of professional make-up tips and tricks
to enhance knowledge and ability
• The skills and confidence needed to create dramatic looks
and accelerate your talent in this competitive market

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Models should arrive at 1.30pm until 4.30pm
• Models and students must be at least 16 years of age
• Demo model is required 10.30am – 12.30pm for the educator
(hosting store to arrange)
• Students are required to purchase all of the items from the
kit list prior to attending the course
• Students are required to have a qualification in basic
make-up application
• 1 day 10am – 4.30pm

KIT REQUIRED
Make-Up Brush Kit • Non-oily Make-Up Remover • Make-Up Wipes

Course ref: 542107

£150/€190
Training provided by: Kate Hughes

Moisturisers • Primer • Cotton Buds • Cotton Pads • Cream Foundation
Concealer • Translucent Powder • Powder Blush • Matt Bronzer
Lipstick/Lip Gloss • Contouring Kit • Highlighter
Liquid Eyeliner – Black • Pencil Eyeliner – Black • Mascara – Black
Brow Pomade • Strip Lashes and Glue

I

INTERMEDIATE

38
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1 DAY

MODEL
REQUIRED KIT REQUIRED CERTIFICATION

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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MASSAGE
& BEAUTY
BEGINNER
Sally Anatomy & Physiology

40

Sally Facial

44

Tantruth Ultimate Spray Tanning & Body Contouring

47

WHITE to BROWN Professional Spray Tanning

48

Caflon Ear Piercing

49

INTERMEDIATE
Sally Indian Head Massage

41

Sally Swedish Body Massage

42

Sally Microdermabrasion

46

ADVANCED
Sally Hot Stone Massage

43

39
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ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
This course covers all the anatomy and physiology required for beauty treatments. Written to match the current national occupational
standards, the workbook brings anatomy and physiology to life and covers exactly what you need to know.

TOP FEATURES
• Learn at your own pace – attend a short course to aid your
understanding of anatomy and physiology and receive
advice on how to complete your workbook
• The anatomy and physiology workbook breaks down the
different systems of the human body into easy-to-follow,
bite-size chunks so you can understand the body
• With plenty of space for you to fill in your answers and make
notes, each section is followed by a Q&A section that is
completed by the student, once all sections are completed
they are then submitted online for marking

KEY LEARNINGS
• You will receive a recognised certificate on successful
completion of this course

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students will have the opportunity to complete the course
in their own time via email
• This course requires 3 hours attendance then 6 months
to complete
•

½ day 10am – 1pm

Course ref: 542113

£120/€150
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

40
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½ DAY

BOOK
WITH ANY
MASSAGE
COURSE
FOR
£200/€245

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
A popular treatment to add to your portfolio that is ideal for salons or freelance therapists. During the course you’ll learn the art of giving a
true luxury head and face massage.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of Indian head massage techniques and products
• History and benefits of Indian head massage
• Anatomy and physiology (head, neck and shoulders)
• Client consultation techniques and aftercare advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of the origins, history and key benefits
of this Ayurveda treatment
• The skills and knowledge required to safely and confidently
perform a luxury Indian head massage to a high standard
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should be fit and healthy
• Students are required to have previously obtained an
A&P qualification
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 115095

£100/€120
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

1 DAY

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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BOOK
WITH THE
ANATOMY &
PHYSIOLOGY
COURSE
FOR
£200/€245

41
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SWEDISH BODY MASSAGE

This course is for beauty therapists who have or are completing their Anatomy and Physiology training, and would like to offer
body massage treatments to their clients. You will learn massage movements and how to apply them enabling you to complete
a full body massage.

TOP FEATURES
• Demonstration and review of effective massage techniques
and routines
• Overview of products
• Client consultation techniques, aftercare
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• Key theoretical knowledge behind the Swedish body
massage technique
• The skills and knowledge required to safely and confidently
perform a tailored Swedish body massage
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should be fit and healthy
• Students are required to have previously obtained an
A&P qualification
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 145224

£110/€130
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE
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BOOK
WITH THE
ANATOMY &
PHYSIOLOGY
COURSE
FOR
£200/€245

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

1 DAY

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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HOT STONE MASSAGE
A great course to follow on from massage, allowing therapists to incorporate the use of hot stones to take the massage routine
to another level.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of the techniques and strokes used in hot
stone massage
• The history and various styles of hot stone massage
• Setting up and cleaning the hot stone massage station
• The effects of hot and cold temperatures on the body

KEY LEARNINGS
• In depth knowledge of the ancient healing art of hot stone
massage techniques
• The skills and knowledge required to perform a hot
stone massage
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students should be fit and healthy
• Students are required to have previously obtained an A&P
qualification and massage certification
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 145223

£110/€130
Accredited by:

A

ADVANCED

1 DAY

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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FOR
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FACIAL
A must for any beauty therapist, you will learn about different skin types, how to cleanse, tone,
moisturise and apply the correct mask, and how to carry out a facial massage.

TOP FEATURES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Review of products and facial routines

• Students are required to work on each other

• Anatomy and physiology (head, neck and shoulders)

• Students must be at least 16 years of age

• Skin analysis, including consultation techniques and
aftercare advice

• Students should arrive wearing no make-up
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KEY LEARNINGS
• The knowledge and understanding to analyse skin types
• The skills and knowledge required to create a tailored
facial treatment for your clients
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

Course ref: 115113

£100/€120
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER
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1 DAY

Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:36
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MICRODERMABRASION
Microdermabrasion is a non-surgical method of skin rejuvenation using mechanical exfoliation, offering a pain-free
alternative to skin peels.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of the microdermabrasion equipment and how
it helps improve skin conditions such as blackheads,
whiteheads, age spots and common conditions such as
oily, dry and combination skin types
• Demonstrations and the opportunity to practise on
each other

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of how microdermabrasion works
• The skills and knowledge required to complete a tailored
treatment for various skin types
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
facial certification
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 145222

£110/€130
Training provided by:
The Nail & Beauty
Training Academy

Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE
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1 DAY

4

CPD

HOURS

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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ULTIMATE SPRAY TANNING
& BODY CONTOURING
This course is perfect for a beginner or an industry professional wishing to add tanning to their existing services, plus learn
the on-trend body contouring technique.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of spray tanning techniques including
body sculpting
• Retailing and marketing advice
• Client consultation techniques and pre and post
treatment advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete a full body
spray including contouring and shading
• Full understanding of the Tantruth brand
• Advice on how to maximise your earning power by hosting
your own tanning party package

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students are required to work on each other
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• Students should arrive wearing minimal make-up
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

Course ref: 542114

£100/€120
Training
provided by:

Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

7 7

CPD CPD

HOURS POINTS

EXAM

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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PROFESSIONAL SPRAY TANNING
An informative and interactive spray tanning course, giving you all the information and techniques required to provide
your clients with the perfect tan.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of WHITE to BROWN product application,
including the new ‘tantouring’ trend
• Pre-treatment guidelines
• Equipment overview, including the maintenance and
cleaning of spray equipment
• Client consultation techniques and pre and post
treatment advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to carry out a spray tan
including body contouring
• Understanding of the full WHITE to BROWN range and the
science behind tanning
• Marketing and retail knowledge and advice

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students may bring their own model to courses with more
than 1 student in attendance if preferred, otherwise students
will work on each other
• Models must be at least 16 years of age and should arrive
at 12pm
• Students must be at least 16 years of age

£50/€60

• Students should exfoliate and remove any unwanted hair
24hrs prior. No moisturisers or deodorant should be
applied to the skin before the session

Accredited by:

• Students are required to work on each other

Training provided by:
Bliss Direct

• ½ day 10.30am – 2.30pm
• Sunday courses run from 1pm – 5pm

B

BEGINNER

48
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SAVE £50/€60
ON THE
PRO V SPRAY
TANNING
KIT WHEN
PURCHASED
ON DAY OF
BOOKING

Course ref: 115140

½ DAY

MODEL
OPTIONAL

4 CPD
4

CPD

HOURS

POINTS

EXAM

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:37

EAR PIERCING
An informative and interactive course to provide you with the information and skills needed to offer your clients an ear piercing
service using the Caflon system.

TOP FEATURES
• Overview of products used on the course
• Explanation of the ear piercing process and the laws
surrounding ear piercing
• Practical session to develop skills

KEY LEARNINGS
• A complete understanding of the Caflon system
• Completion of a piercing on your model to obtain a Caflon
qualification in ear piercing

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Model needed 1hr after the course commences
• Piercing on the ear lobe only
• Students and models must be at least 16 years of age
• If you arrive any later than 15 minutes after the course start
time you will not be able to attend the course
• Failure to bring a model will mean the trainer is unable to
issue a certificate as no practical has been completed
• 2hrs – course times vary, check at time of booking
• Please note: To conduct this service within your business
premises you will be required to obtain a license from your
local council

Course ref: 991824

£25/€35

KIT REQUIRED
294001

Caflon Piercing Starter Kit

Training provided by:

B

BEGINNER

2 HRS

MODEL
REQUIRED

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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HAIR
STYLING
BEGINNER
Training Solutions in Hair Blow It In Style –
Essential Blow-Drying

51

Training Solutions in Hair The Essential Bride –
Classic Bridal & Event Hair

52

Training Solutions in Hair Wedding Hair Bliss –
Bridal & Occasion Trend Hair

53

Training Solutions in Hair Modern Retro
& Vintage Hair Styling

54

Training Solutions in Hair Plaits, Plats & More Platz
and Celebrity Style

55

INTERMEDIATE
Sally Micro-Loop & Micro-Ring Hair Extensions
(Including Weft/Ring Application)

56

50
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BLOW IT IN STYLE
ESSENTIAL BLOW-DRYING

Open to anyone with an interest in blow-drying and styling hair to create voluminous, smooth, frizz-free hairstyles. Learning how
to use the correct styling products and hair tools will ensure your blow-dry has that walk-out-of-the-salon look every time!

TOP FEATURES

CONTENT

• Demonstrations on various blow-drying and styling
techniques, including the use of tongs and straighteners and
the curly blow-dry
• Product recommendations, aftercare advice and
price guidance
• Hair and scalp analysis, including consultation techniques
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• The core skills required to dry and style the hair using
various methods
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students may bring their own model if preferred, otherwise
a training head will be used
• Models should arrive at 2:30pm and should have shoulder
length hair
• Students and models must be at least 18 years of age
• Students will work on long hair training heads provided by
the educator
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 145227

£85/€105
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training
provided by:

5 10
CPD

CPD

HOURS

POINTS

MODEL
OPTIONAL

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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THE ESSENTIAL BRIDE

CLASSIC BRIDAL & EVENT HAIR

This course focuses on classic bridal hairstyles. You will learn 5 key bridal styles including roles, knots, buns and the application of
hair ornamentation. The perfect bridal, prom and event hair course to build confidence in hair-up techniques.

TOP FEATURES

CONTENT

• Demonstrations on various techniques, including rolls,
knots, buns and the application of hair ornaments
• Students will work on long hair mannequin heads to create
5 classic bridal and event hair looks
• Product recommendations, aftercare advice and
price guidance
• Hair and scalp analysis, including consultation techniques
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• The core skills required for foundation and classic bridal and
event hair styling
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 157387

£95/€115
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER
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1 DAY

Training
provided by:

5.5
CPD
HOURS

CERTIFICATION

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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WEDDING HAIR BLISS
BRIDAL & OCCASION TREND HAIR

This trend-led course brings bridal techniques in line with current trends and fashions. During the course you’ll cover 5 key
wedding looks including barrel curls, basket weaving, chignon shapes and bows, and master bridal and prom hair techniques
including the application of hair ornaments.

TOP FEATURES

CONTENT

• Demonstrations on various techniques including weaving,
chignons and bows
• Students will work on long hair mannequin heads to create
5 trend-led bridal and event hairstyles
• Product recommendations, aftercare advice and
price guidance
• Hair and scalp analysis, including consultation techniques
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete 5 trend-led
bridal and event hairstyles
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 145234

£95/€115
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training
provided by:

5.5
11
CPD CPD
HOURS

POINTS

CERTIFICATION

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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MODERN RETRO &
VINTAGE HAIR STYLING
Roll it, set it and style it, using modern styling techniques to create the classic looks of the golden vintage age hitting
the latest fashion trends.

TOP FEATURES
• Demonstrations on various retro and vintage
styling techniques
• Students will work on long hair mannequin heads to create
several retro and vintage themed styles
• Product recommendations, aftercare advice and
price guidance
• Hair and scalp analysis, including consultation techniques
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete 5 retro and
vintage themed hairstyles
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 137155

£95/€115
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER
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1 DAY

Training
provided by:

5.5
11
CPD CPD
HOURS

POINTS

CERTIFICATION

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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PLAITS, PLATS & MORE PLATZ
AND CELEBRITY STYLE
Learn how to master plaiting techniques to create the ‘wow’ factor for your clients. Capitalise on the trends as well as combining
the latest express red carpet themed hair-up styles in this 1 day practical course.

TOP FEATURES
• Demonstrations on various styling techniques
• Students will work on long hair mannequin heads to create
several plaited looks and express red carpet themed styles
• Product recommendations, aftercare advice and
price guidance
• Hair and scalp analysis, including consultation techniques
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to complete party and
prom styles that incorporate plaits and braids, including
rope plaits and fashion platz, using 2, 3 and 4 strands, along
with themed hairstyles with integrated plaits and braids
• Full understanding of a wide range of plaiting and braiding
skills suitable for various occasions
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

Course ref: 137154

£95/€115
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training
provided by:

6.5
12
CPD
CPD
HOURS

POINTS

CERTIFICATION

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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MICRO-LOOP & MICRO-RING

HAIR EXTENSIONS (INCLUDING WEFT/RING APPLICATION)
During this practical workshop you’ll learn the art of micro-loop and micro-ring hair extensions, including the application
of wefts. Using the latest technology in hair extension methods you’ll master the application process and learn how to create
instant length, volume and fashion effects.

TOP FEATURES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Demonstrations on how to apply, maintain and remove the
micro-loop and micro-ring extensions, including
weft application

• Students must be at least 18 years of age

• Learn how to create length, volume and colour placements

• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

• Features and benefits of the extension system
• Product recommendations, aftercare advice and
price guidance
• Hair and scalp analysis, including consultation techniques
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to apply, maintain and
remove micro-ring, micro-loop and weft hair extensions
• Consultation and aftercare for the client
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

Course ref: 145236

£120/€150
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE
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Training
provided by:

1 DAY

6

CPD

HOURS

CERTIFICATION

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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HAIR
COLOURING
INTERMEDIATE
Sally Essential Colour Skills Colour Refresher

59

Sally Freehand Hair Painting Incorporating
Ombré & Balayage

60

Sally Express Colour Correct & Restore

62

Rusk Creative Trend Workshop

63

Wella What’s New Taster Sessions

64

Wella Creative Mix

66

Wella Freehand Colour

67

L’Oréal Education Hubs

68

L’Oréal Trend Techniques

69

L’Oréal The Art of Colouring a Haircut

70

58
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ESSENTIAL COLOUR SKILLS
COLOUR REFRESHER

During this fun, interactive workshop, brush up on your colouring techniques and get to grips with simple fashion colour
application techniques. A perfect course for those looking to review, refresh and update their skills.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of colour application, bronding, internal colouring
and refreshing techniques
• Interactive essential colour theory
• Practical application of colour techniques
• Product recommendations and aftercare advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of foundation and core colouring
principles and the skills required to relate these to your
practical work
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

KIT REQUIRED
118641

Standard Mannequin Head 14" Brunette

Relevant shades of the XP Family for use on the day

Course ref: 165253

£95/€115
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

Training
provided by:

1 DAY

6 9.5
CPD

CPD

HOURS

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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FREEHAND HAIR PAINTING

INCORPORATING OMBRÉ & BALAYAGE

Create ultimate colour results and master freehand colouring during this practical, hands-on technique focused training session.
You’ll also learn how to revive colour services in the salon with trend-led colour application.

TOP FEATURES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Review of freehand hair painting techniques including
ombré and balayage

• Students must be at least 18 years of age

• Colour blocking, colour contouring, merging, highlight
placement and root stretching demonstrations and methods
• Trend overview

• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

KIT REQUIRED

• Client consultation techniques

130889

KEY LEARNINGS

Emily Mannequin Head 14-18’’ Brunette

Relevant shades of the XP Family for use on the day

• Full understanding of freehand hair painting techniques
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

Course ref: 165254

£100/€120
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE
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Training
provided by:

1 DAY

6.5
CPD
HOURS

KIT REQUIRED

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training

31/10/2017 15:38

CONTENT
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EXPRESS COLOUR
CORRECT & RESTORE

This interactive practical workshop will show you how to maximise your earning potential by really understanding and building
confidence in resolving colour problems in a hassle free and profitable way.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of hair lightening, pre-pigmentation, darkening and
cleansing techniques and methods
• Product overview and recommendations
• Interactive theory, practical colour correction and colour
case studies
• Aftercare and normalisation
• Hair and scalp analysis, including consultation techniques
and contraindications

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of the practical and theoretical aspects
of colour correction
• The skills and knowledge required to correct common
colour problems
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 18 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

KIT REQUIRED
118641

Course ref: 145228

£100/€120

Standard Mannequin Head 14’’ Brunette

Relevant shades of the XP Family for use on the day

Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE
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Training
provided by:

1 DAY

6 10.5
CPD

CPD

HOURS

POINTS

KIT REQUIRED

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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CREATIVE TREND WORKSHOP
Enhance your skills with this interactive course covering the latest colour trends using the unique concept of Rusk Colour.
The course changes quarterly to meet the latest trends and fashion needs so you know it will always be current. Push your
colour boundaries with some daring looks for your clients.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of current trends including colour melting and
pastel shades
• Deeper knowledge on how to interpret future trends and
make them salon wearable

KEY LEARNINGS
• The confidence to bring a new level of creativity to your
client by using the techniques used to create some
amazing looks

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Model’s hair must be pre-bleached and open to a
colour change
• Models should arrive at 12.30pm. They must be skin tested
using the appropriate product 48hrs prior to attendance
• Students and models must be at least 18 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 130198

KIT REQUIRED
Combs

Brushes

Sectioning Clips

Gown

Tint Bowls

Measuring Cup or Scales

Barrier Cream

Camera (if required)

£75/€95
Training
provided by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

1 DAY

MODEL
REQUIRED

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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Product Knowledge | Inspiration | Creativity | On Trend Colour | Techniques | Styling
Become a Wella Colour Expert by learning tips, techniques and trends with Koleston Perfect, Koleston Perfect INNOSENSE,
ILLUMINA COLOR, Color Touch, BLONDOR, BLONDOR FREELIGHTS, MAGMA, Perfecton and Color Fresh.

WELLA COLOUR SAVVY IS EXCLUSIVE TO SALLY.
Look out online, in-store and in your trade flyer for each new series every three months. Post your Wella colour creations
and tag #ColourSavvy to join in the Sally Wella community for further advice, support and inspiration.

Via in-store taster sessions. Limited spaces available.
CHECK YOUR LOCAL STORE TO FIND YOUR NEAREST COURSE
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JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH.

COLOR CREATE by COLOR FRESH

APRIL, MAY, JUNE.
NON-TOURING

BECOME A COLOUR CREATOR

SOFTEN STATEMENT STYLES

Introducing hair colour that embraces individuality
and expresses each client’s personality and versatility

Create beautiful fluid contrasts of colour, focusing on
personalised placement and blending techniques

JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER.
THE BLONDE SESSIONS

OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, DECEMBER.

MODERN CHIC FOR THE PARTY SEASON

EXCEPTIONAL BLONDE TECHNIQUES

BREAK THROUGH THE BORING

Become a master of blondes and
outclass your competition

Banish the norm by introducing colour hues to your clients,
accentuating and enhancing hair style, shape and texture
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FREEHAND COLOUR
Stay up-to-date with what’s on-trend in the world of colouring. Learn how to create bespoke looks for your clients with freehand
and contouring techniques.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of freehand colour and contouring techniques
• Deeper knowledge of the portfolio of products from
Wella Professionals
• Client consultation techniques, including how to recommend
the right care and style for your client’s new look

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of choosing the right colour for the right
client during consultation
• The skills and knowledge required to create perfect
creative colour mixtures and bespoke freehand colour
looks on clients

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 17 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

Course ref: 165255

KIT REQUIRED
130889

Emily Mannequin Head 14-18" Brunette

Tail Comb

Brushes

Sectioning Clips

Hairdryer

£90/€110
Training
provided by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

1 DAY

6

CPD

HOURS

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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TREND TECHNIQUES
Add value to your colour business and reach those clients who are short on time. We will share 4 quick commercial
colour techniques from balayage, ombré, glossing and highlighting along with ‘get the look’ ideas for you to refer to
time and time again.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of 4 speedy colour techniques, including balayage,
ombré, glossing and highlights
• Client consultation advice

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of application techniques
• The skills and knowledge required to create
4 looks confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be 16 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
Tail Combs

Brushes

Sectioning Clips

Hairdryer

Ceramic Hair Straighteners

Course ref: 542108

£100/€140
Training
provided by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

1 DAY

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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THE ART OF
COLOURING A HAIRCUT
Excite your clients by adding texture, volume and thickness using cutting techniques along with the L’Oréal Professionel colour
palette. Understand the perfect relationship between colouring and cutting.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of new and exciting cutting and colouring concepts
• Knowledge of how to link a colour to a haircut

KEY LEARNINGS
• The ability to link colouring and cutting to perfectly achieve
a finished look
• Understanding of new and exciting colouring and
cutting concepts
• Your own complete look to take away with you

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be 16 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
Scissors

Razor

Tail Combs

Brushes

Sectioning Clips

Hairdryer

Ceramic Hair Straighteners

Course ref: 160317

£120/€170
Training
provided by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

70
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Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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CUTTING
INTERMEDIATE
Sally Classic & Foundation Cutting

72

ADVANCED
Sally Today’s Funky Woman – Advanced Cutting

74

71
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CLASSIC & FOUNDATION CUTTING
With interactive demonstrations and practical learning, this cutting course provides a solid foundation to those who need to
refresh their skills or have just completed a hairdressing qualification and want to boost their confidence.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of cutting, blow-drying and styling techniques
• Demonstration from the educator and 2 practical sessions
• Client consultation techniques, including how to recommend
the correct cut for different head and face shapes

KEY LEARNINGS
• Clear understanding of foundation hair cutting principles

• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• Venue to provide live model or suitable training head for
educator demonstration at 10.30am
• 1 day 10am – 5pm

KIT REQUIRED
130889

Standard Mannequin Head 14-18” Brunette

Scissors

Combs

Brushes

Hairdryer

• Completion of 2 practical sessions – 1 on longer, layered hair
and 1 on shorter, graduated hair
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students may bring their own model (female only) if
preferred, however we recommend you work on a training
head to gain the most from the course
• Models should arrive at 12:30pm with longer hair,
2:30pm with shorter hair
• Models and students must be at least 18 years of age

Course ref: 157394

£95/€115
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

72
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POINTS
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OPTIONAL

KIT REQUIRED

Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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TODAY’S FUNKY WOMAN

ADVANCED CUTTING

Asymmetry, disconnections and creative techniques all combine to create commercial styles. Bring a picture of a haircut and an
experienced educator will guide you through your creation on a training head and then assist you in making a more high street
creative cut on a live model. Suitable for existing hairdressers and stylists who are looking to refine and develop their skills.

TOP FEATURES
• Review of restyling techniques
• Demonstration from the educator and 2 practicals – a highly
creative cutting practical on a training head and a more high
street look on a live model
• Client consultation techniques

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of advanced cutting techniques and
restyling methods
• The skills and knowledge required to adapt these methods
for the needs of commercial clients
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students may bring their own model (female only) if
preferred, however we recommend you work on a training
head to gain the most from the course
• Models should arrive at 2pm and should be prepared to
have a restyled hair cut
• Students and models must be at least 18 years of age
• Students are required to have previously obtained a
hairdressing NVQ/VRQ level 2 or equivalent
• Venue to provide live model or suitable training head for
educator demonstration at 10.30am

Course ref: 145233

£95/€115

• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED

Accredited by:

130889

Standard Mannequin Head 14-18” Brunette

Scissors

Combs

Brushes

Hairdryer

A

ADVANCED

74
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Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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BARBERING
BEGINNER
Mike Taylor Education Introduction to Barbering

77

Mike Taylor Education Shave Day

78

Mike Taylor Education Traditional Barbering

80

INTERMEDIATE
Andis Clipper & Beard Day

82

ADVANCED
Training Solutions in Hair Ultimate Male Grooming

76

Andis & Mike Taylor Education Fades & Blades
– Advanced Barbering

81

75
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ULTIMATE MALE GROOMING
Man brows, manicured moustaches and groomed guys! Master the latest trends in male grooming techniques. You will be guided
by an expert barbering educator through these highly profitable, fast and effective treatments that will grow your client base
and boost earnings. Working in partnership with Salon System, RefectoCil and Andy Rouillard to bring you the latest and most
up-to-date products and techniques.

TOP FEATURES
• Full understanding of beard shaping and colouring
• Review of facial hair, brow and nostril contouring using
waxing and threading techniques
• Marketing and promotional advice
• Client consultation techniques

KEY LEARNINGS
• The skills and knowledge required to perform the latest
trend of male grooming
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Models should arrive at 2pm
• Hair should be grown on the arms, legs, nostrils and ears
• Models should have facial hair, be skin tested for beard/
brow tinting and able to have hair removal performed on
the nostrils, brows, temples, upper cheeks and ears using
a combination of techniques
• Models and students must be at least 18 years of age
• Students are required to have obtained an NVQ/VRQ
level 2 or equivalent in hairdressing, barbering or beauty
therapy or have at least 2 years commercial experience
in at least 1 of those areas

Course ref: 542120

£120/€150

• 1 day 10am – 5pm

KIT REQUIRED

Accredited by:

Training
provided by:

Scissors

A

ADVANCED

76
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Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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INTRODUCTION TO BARBERING
EDUCATION

Developed by Mike Taylor Education, the Introduction to Barbering course is the perfect way to teach you how much
this profession has to offer.

TOP FEATURES
• No previous experience required
• Complimentary copy of Mike Taylor Education’s
Barbering Resource Book
• Detailed introduction into the barbering trade
• Practical session featuring essential skills and an overview
of products

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of holding and palming scissors, clipper
work and the rules for cutting men’s hair

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students must be at least 16 years of age
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
120705

Salon Services Brad Gents Head with Beard

Course ref: 542105

£150/€190
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

1 DAY

Training
provided by:

7

CPD

HOURS

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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SHAVE DAY
EDUCATION

The Shave Day course celebrates everything involved in a traditional British wet shave; from working with crisp hot towels, to
learning delicate forehand and backhand razor techniques that will allow you to perform perfect full and partial shaves.

TOP FEATURES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Review of different razor techniques and working with
hot towels

• Model should arrive at 1pm

• Practical session where students will perform a shave
• Overview of products

• Models should arrive with 2-3 days worth of hair growth
• Students and models must be at least 16 years of age
• Students are required to have barbering experience

KEY LEARNINGS

• 1 day 10am – 4pm

• The skills and knowledge required to perform an open
razor shave and apply hot and cold towels
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

Course ref: 165256

£150/€190
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

78
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Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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TRADITIONAL BARBERING
EDUCATION

The Traditional Barbering course is the most thorough path to becoming a barber. Throughout the day, students will learn about the
quintessentially British history of barbering and why it’s so important to give tribute to tradition.

TOP FEATURES
• Practical session where students will practise scissorover-comb techniques and perform a short clipper-comb
taper cut
• The history of barbering
• Overview of cutting tools

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of cutting different shapes using
traditional barbering techniques
• The skills and knowledge required to carry out scissor-overcomb and layer-over-comb techniques and clipper-overcomb, tapering and flat-top techniques
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students may bring own model (male only) if preferred
• Model should arrive at 1pm
• Students and models must be at least 16 years of age
• Students are required to have barbering experience
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
148642

Andis US Pro Adjustable Blade Clipper

120705

Salon Services Brad Gents Head with Beard

Scissors

Course ref: 165258

£150/€190
Accredited by:

B

BEGINNER

80
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Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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FADES & BLADES
EDUCATION

ADVANCED BARBERING

For those that already have barbering experience, the Fades & Blades course teaches students everything they need to know to
create some of the most sought-after and fashionable hairstyles and beards in the barbering industry.

TOP FEATURES
• Practical session where students will perform a fade shape
up and practise shaving the beard line
• Overview of cutting tools

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of beard trimming and shaping,
outlining beards with a blade and tight skin fading
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Models should arrive at 1pm
• Models should arrive with a beard and short hair
• Students and models must be at least 16 years of age
• Students are required to have hairdressing experience
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
148642

Andis US Pro Adjustable Blade Clipper

120705

Salon Services Brad Gents Head with Beard

Scissors

Course ref: 165259

£150/€190
Accredited by:

A

ADVANCED

1 DAY

Training
provided by:

7

CPD

HOURS

MODEL
REQUIRED

KIT REQUIRED

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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CLIPPER & BEARD DAY
The Clipper and Beard course provides students with the necessary talents to perform effective clipper techniques. Covered skills
include; clipper-over-comb cuts, applying textures to hair with Andis clippers, line ups, trims and the layering of stunning beards.

TOP FEATURES
• Practical session where students will perform a beard
clipper cut and a fade
• Overview of cutting tools

KEY LEARNINGS
• Full understanding of Andis clippers and their features
• The skills and knowledge required to carry out clipperover-comb techniques on clients and perfect necklines
and tapers
• Health and safety knowledge to carry out the
service confidently

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Students bring own model (male only) if preferred
• Models should arrive at 1pm with a beard and short hair
• Students and models must be at least 16 years of age
• Students are required to have hairdressing experience
• 1 day 10am – 4pm

KIT REQUIRED
148642

Andis US Pro Adjustable Blade Clipper

120705

Salon Services Brad Gents Head with Beard

Scissors

Course ref: 165257

£150/€190
Accredited by:

I

INTERMEDIATE

82
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Visit us online to book a date and location that suits you: salon-services.com/training
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
DEFINITIONS AND INCORPORATION

In these Terms and Conditions reference to ‘We’, ‘Us’ or ‘Our’ means Sally Salon Services Limited (where the training course is booked
and attended in the United Kingdom) or Sally Salon Services (Ireland) Limited (where the training course is booked and attended
in the Republic of Ireland). These Terms and Conditions shall apply to every training course booked within this Training Prospectus
to the exclusion of any other terms and conditions you may wish to rely upon. By booking a place on a course within this Training
Prospectus you are deemed to have accepted these Terms and Conditions:

1. THE COURSE

booked your place, you cannot cancel your booking. You have no right of cancellation where you have booked your course in one
of Our stores.
Refunds for courses booked through one of Our stores can only be processed in Our stores. Courses booked through our website will
be refunded via our website. For further details about your cancellation rights and how to obtain a refund you can contact:
UK: 0330 1235447 ROI: 1890 253 405

You will be allocated your place(s) on the course(s) on payment of the course fee(s) in full. We reserve the right to decline
applications. All courses require a minimum number of one (1) attendee.

Email: training@salon-services.com

2. COURSE FEES

If you have failed to attend a course because of a medical condition, We may at Our absolute discretion, on being presented with a
valid medical certificate and subject to an administration fee of £20 payable by you, offer you a place on an alternative course of
equivalent value, subject to availability. We may, at our absolute discretion, agree to accept a substitute delegate in your place
subject to your delegate having the required experience and/or qualification and subject to you paying an administration fee of £20.
A substitute will be required to sign a declaration that they accept these Terms and Conditions before attending the course, failing
which they will not be permitted to attend the course and we will have no further obligation or liability to you. We reserve the right
to cancel any course or course venue at any time at our absolute discretion. Where we cancel a course we will attempt to notify you
as soon as possible in writing or by telephone or by email, as appropriate, and we will use all reasonable efforts to re-schedule an
alternative course or date for you. Our total liability to you for cancelling a course or course venue will be limited to a full refund of
the course fees paid by you. Where we have given you less than 24 hours notice of a cancellation, on presentation of a valid receipt or
ticket, we will refund any direct travel expenses you may have incurred. We will NOT be responsible for any other losses, costs and
expenses you may have incurred including but not limited to model fees, accommodation costs, childcare, wages and loss of earnings.

All UK prices are subject to VAT. Course fees are correct at the time of publication and exclude the cost of products required for the
course unless expressly stated. We reserve the right to vary the course fees from time to time without notice to you.

3. PAYMENT

Payments must be made in full at the time of the booking. Payments made via debit or credit cards over the telephone must be
made by the cardholder. We will not accept payment details from a third party.

4. COURSE CONTENT

We will endeavour to cover all the topics outlined in the relevant section of this Training Prospectus. We have the right to make
any changes to the course content which are necessary to comply with any changes to Industry best practice, any applicable law
or safety requirement, or which do not materially affect the nature or quality of the course and which do not affect the course
accreditation. You acknowledge and agree that all course material, programme material, the Training Prospectus and copies of
such and all intellectual property rights in such materials (including but not limited to copyright) are Our property. Neither you nor
your substitute delegate will copy and/or distribute the whole or any part of those materials without Our prior written consent.
Some courses require compulsory periods of private practice outside of the classroom, building upon and developing techniques
and skills, ensuring that such techniques and skills have been mastered before continuing on to the next classroom module. If you
fail to demonstrate that you have an adequate level of competency (including, but not limited to, providing evidence that you
have undertaken sufficient practical experience), without incurring any liability whatsoever to you, the trainer reserves the right
to exclude you from attending subsequent classroom sessions. If you are excluded from completing the course you will fail the
course and you will not be entitled to a refund of the course fee nor be permitted to re-schedule. You may be permitted to re-sit
examinations at the sole discretion of the trainer and subject to payment of a re-sit fee.

5. COURSE PRE-REQUISITES

Please ensure you comply with the relevant pre-requisites as detailed in the Training Prospectus. Where you are required to bring
your own hairdressing tools, this includes but is not limited to brushes, combs, gowns and hairdryers. When bringing electrical
equipment (not limited to hairdryers, clippers and hair straighteners), it is your responsibility to ensure that it has a safety certificate
(complying with the Electrical Safety at Work Regulations under the Health and Safety Act). Where you are required to bring a
model you must ensure they are over 16 years of age, (18 years of age for certain courses) and that they have completed and signed
a Model Indemnity Form (which are available from Us.) If you are acting as a model you will be required to sign a Model Indemnity
Form as a course pre-requisite. Where any colour is being applied, in accordance with the relevant manufacturer’s instructions, you
must ensure that the colour product is skin tested on your model at least 48 hours before the course. We reserve the right, without
incurring any liability to you (including no obligation to refund the course fees), to exclude you from taking part in the practical
aspects of the course if you fail to comply with the course pre-requisites which could result in you failing the course. Where the
course requires you to allow other candidates to work on your nails, it is your responsibility to ensure that your nails are in good,
healthy condition. By signing up to the course you confirm you have never suffered from an allergic reaction, sensitivity or any other
medical condition as a result of or arising from a nail treatment. Our trainers reserve the right to exclude you from attending a course
if our trainer reasonably considers that your nails are in poor and unhealthy condition. If excluded you will not be entitled to a refund
nor be entitled to re-schedule to another course or date. It is your responsibility to ensure that you have all the required products/
kits on the day of the course. We strongly advise you to check, prior to the date of the course, with the relevant store where you
will be attending the course that any products and/or kit required for the course are in stock and available for you to purchase.
We reserve the right to reject you from attending a course where we reasonably suspect that you are under the influence of drugs
and / or alcohol, without incurring any liability to you. If excluded you will not be entitled to a refund nor be entitled to re-schedule
to another course or date.

Refunds can only be made on the same card used to make the original purchase and by the cardholder.

7. INSURANCE COVER

It is your responsibility to ensure that your existing insurance policies cover your attendance and participation on the course and that
any new certificate gained through completion of a course will be covered by your existing or new insurance policy.

8. LIABILITY

Nothing in these Terms and Conditions shall limit or exclude our liability for death or personal injury caused by our negligence or
for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation. All warranties, conditions and other terms implied by statute or common law are, to the
fullest extent permitted by law, excluded from the provision of Our training courses. We shall under no circumstances whatever
be liable to you, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, for any loss of revenue,
loss of profit, loss of goodwill, or any indirect or consequential loss arising under or in connection with this Training Prospectus and
the supply of courses contained in it. Our total liability to you in respect of all other losses arising under or in connection with this
Training Prospectus and the supply of courses contained in it, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory
duty, or otherwise, shall in no circumstances exceed the value of the course fee paid by you.

9. DATA PROTECTION

For the purpose of the Data Protection Act 1998 (the Act), the data controller is Sally Salon Services Limited of Ground Floor, Inspired,
Easthampstead Road, Bracknell RG12 1YQ . We are committed to preserving the privacy of our customers. We may use your personal
data for administrative purposes. We (or our agents) may also contact you by post, email, SMS or telephone to let you know about
any products or services or special promotions that we think may be of interest to you. You will be given the opportunity to opt out
of receiving marketing communications on each occasion. We may also share your personal data with companies within our group
some of whom may be located outside of the EEA and with our third party training providers in relation to the courses offered by
us, on the basis that they will not divulge your details with other third parties. We may also disclose or share your personal data in
order to comply with any legal obligation or to protect the rights, property, or safety of Our business, our customers or others.
This includes exchanging information with other companies and organisations for the purpose of fraud protection, credit risk
reduction and criminal investigations. We will keep this information only for as long as it is needed for the purposes for which it is
used. For more information you can review our Privacy Statement which can be found on our websites www.sallybeauty.co.uk
and www.salon-services.com.

10. GENERAL

If you fail to attend a booked course you will not be entitled to a refund or offered an alternative course.

We reserve the right to vary these Terms and Conditions at any time. If any provision of these Terms and Conditions is held to be
unlawful, invalid or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed severed and the validity and enforceability of the remaining
provisions of these Terms and Conditions shall not be affected. All courses are subject to availability. Certificates of completion will
be sent to you by post or email within 30 days following completion of your training course. Certificates should be kept safe as
duplicates may not be available and will attract a charge. Any dispute or claim in relation to a course booked in the United Kingdom
shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law and you agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English courts. Where a course is booked in the Republic of Ireland, Irish law will prevail and you agree to submit to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Irish courts. None of these Terms and Conditions shall be enforceable under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties)
Act 1999 by a third party other than any substitute delegate of yours. Sally Salon Services Limited, registered in England and Wales
with company number 1060763 and having its registered office at Ground Floor, Inspired, Easthampstead Road, Bracknell RG12 1YQ.
Sally Salon Services (Ireland) Limited, registered in the Republic of Ireland with company number 203978 and having its registered
office at Temple Chambers, 3 Burlington Road, Dublin 4, Ireland D04 RD68. Directors: W Scarr (UK) and J Finch (UK).

CONSUMER CUSTOMERS

All written correspondence should be sent to Ground Floor, Inspired, Easthampstead Road, Bracknell RG12 1YQ

IMPORTANT: You warrant and confirm that you have the required level of experience and/or qualification to attend and participate
in the course you have booked. We reserve the right to reject you from a course where we discover you are not qualified without
incurring any liability or obligation to you. If rejected from a course, you will not be entitled to a refund of the course fees paid or
any expenses incurred by you in attending the course from which you were rejected.

6. CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS
Professional/trade card customers

IMPORTANT: ONCE BOOKED, YOU CANNOT CANCEL YOUR PLACE ON THE COURSE.

If you are a consumer and you have booked a course over the telephone or via our website you have the right to cancel your booking
within 14 days of the date you booked the course. However where the course is due to take place within 14 days of the date you

Sally Salon Services Limited © 2017

Call our friendly team for more information on choosing the perfect course for you: UK 0330 123 5447 | ROI 1890 253 405
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Industry renowned hair and beauty training courses brought to you by

Selected beginners courses are also available for non-registered professionals to book online at
sallybeauty.co.uk/training-courses

50+

ACCREDITED
COURSES

50+ 250+ 5,000+
TRAINING
VENUES

STORES

PRODUCTS

BOOK TODAY
ONLINE: s alon-services.com/training
sallybeauty.co.uk/training-courses

PHONE: 0330 123 5447* (UK)
1890 253 405* (ROI)

EMAIL: training@salon-services.com

IN STORE: Book in at your local Salon
Services, Sally or Sally Beauty store

Sally
Ground Floor, Inspired, Easthampstead Road, Bracknell RG12 1YQ
*Calls are charged at a local rate. Calls are mobile friendly within the UK, included in any inclusive minutes from your phone provider.
Mobile and other network costs may vary in ROI.
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